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Abstract
Placement delivery arrays for distributed computing (Comp-PDAs) have recently been proposed as a framework
to construct computing schemes for MapReduce-like systems. In this work, we extend this concept to systems with
straggling nodes, i.e., to systems where a subset of the nodes cannot accomplish the assigned map-computations in
due time. Unlike most previous works that focused on computing linear functions, our results apply for arbitrary map
and reduce functions. Our contributions are as follows. Firstly, we show how to construct a distributed computing
scheme for MapReduce-like systems with straggling nodes from any given Comp-PDA satisfying some property. We
also caracterize the storage and communication loads of the resulting scheme in terms of the Comp-PDA parameters.
Then, we prove an information-theoretic bound on the achievable storage-communication (SC) tradeoff, and show
that it matches the performance attained by the Comp-PDAs that correspond to Maddah-Ali and Niesen’s coded
caching scheme (the so called MAN-PDAs). Interestingly, the same Comp-PDAs (the MAN PDAs) are optimal for
any number of straggling nodes, which implies that the map-phase of optimal computing schemes does not need to
be adapted to the number of stragglers in the system. We finally prove that while the points that lie exactly on the
optimal SC tradeoff cannot be achieved with Comp-PDAs that require smaller number of files than the MAN-PDAs,
this is possible for some of the points that lie close to the SC tradeoff. For these latter points, the decrease in the
requested number of files can be exponential in the number of nodes of the system.
Index Terms
Distributed computing, storage, communication, straggler, MapReduce, placement delivery array.
I. INTRODUCTION
Distributed computing has emerged as one of the most important paradigms to speed up large-scale data analysis
tasks. One of the most popular programming models is MapReduce [2] which has been used to parallelize
computations across distributed computing nodes, e.g., for machine learning tools [3], [4].
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2Consider the task of computing D output functions from N files through K nodes. With MapReduce, each output
function φd can be decomposed into
• N map functions fd,1, . . . , fd,N, each depending on exactly one different file; and
• a reduce function hd that combines the outputs of the N map functions where 1 ≤ d ≤ D.
Each node k is responsible for computing a subset of DK output functions through three phases. In the first map
phase, it stores a subset of filesMk locally and computes all the intermediate values (IVAs) f1,n(wn), . . . , fD,n(wn)
from each stored file wn ∈ Mk. In the subsequent shuffle phase, it creates a signal from its computed IVAs and
sends the signal to all the other nodes. In the final reduce phase, it decodes all the IVAs for its own output functions
and combines them with their corresponding reduce functions.
Recently, Li et al. proposed a scheme named coded distributed computing (CDC) to reduce the communication
load for data shuffling between the map and reduce phases [5]. The idea is to create multicast opportunities by
duplicating the files and computing the corresponding map functions at different nodes. It is shown that the CDC
scheme achieves the optimal storage-communication tradeoff, i.e., it has the lowest communication load for a given
storage constraint. This result has been extended in various directions. For example, [6]–[8] account also for the
computation load during the map phase; [9] studies the computation resource allocation; [10]–[13] consider wireless
(noisy) networks between computation nodes; [14] considers the model that each node can broadcast to a random
subset of nodes.
In this paper, we consider a setup where each node takes a random amount of time to compute its desired map
functions [15]. In this case, instead of waiting for all the nodes to finish the assigned computation, which can cause
an intolerable delay, data shuffling starts as soon as any set of Q nodes, Q ∈ [K], terminate the map procedure. This
set of Q nodes are called active nodes, while the remaining K− Q nodes are called straggling nodes or stragglers.
Note that in practice, the stragglers are not identified during the assignment of the computation, i.e., before the
beginning of the map phase. Therefore, the map phase should be designed without such knowledge.
Distributed computing systems with straggling nodes have mainly been studied in the context of a server-worker
framework, where the computation task is split into multiple parts and computed by different workers, and the
server collects a subset of the outputs of the workers to produce the final output. For example, [15]–[24] consider
high-dimensional matrix-matrix or matrix-vector multiplications; [25]–[29] propose codes for computing gradients,
which is particularly useful in machine learning. The main difference between the server-worker framework and
the MapReduce system considered in this paper is that here there is no central server, and data is shuffled between
nodes, and computation tasks are accomplished by the individual computing nodes. For MapReduce systems with
straggling nodes (hereafter referred to as straggling systems), Li et al. in [30] proposed to incorporate MDS codes
into the CDC scheme when the map functions are to accomplish matrix-vector multiplications. Zhang et al. improved
the results in [31], but still consider exclusively matrix multiplications. However, in many practical applications
such as computations in neural networks and machine learning, the map functions may be non-linear. This motivates
us to investigate the MapReduce framework with straggling nodes for general map and reduce functions.
Specifically, in this work, we first propose a systematic construction of coded computing schemes for straggling
systems from any given placement delivery array for distributed computing (Comp-PDA) [8]. A placement delivery
3array (PDA) is an array whose entries are either a special symbol “ ∗ ” or some integer numbers called ordinary
symbols. It was introduced in [32] to represent in a single array both the placement and the delivery of coded caching
schemes with uncoded prefetching in a single array. Comp-PDAs are a subclass of PDAs with at least one “ ∗ ” in
each row. They have been introduced in [8] to describe coded computing schemes for MapReduce system without
straggling nodes. In this paper, we show that Comp-PDAs can also be used to construct coded computing schemes
for straggling systems. In addition, we can obtain closed form expressions of the storage and computation load in
terms of the Comp-PDA parameters. As such, we completely characterize the optimal storage- communication (SC)
tradeoff for straggling systems. The optimal SC tradeoff is achieved by PDAs describing Maddah-Ali and Niesen’s
coded caching scheme (MAN-PDAs). In particular, without straggling nodes, i.e., Q = K, the MAN-PDA based
scheme coincides with the CDC scheme in [5]. We also present an information-theoretic converse matching the
MAN-PDAs. One major practical limitation of MAN-PDA is that it can only be implemented if the number of files is
at least CrK, when each file is stored r times across the nodes. This increases exponentially with the number of nodes
K. In fact, we show that in most cases, the MAN-PDA achieves the optimal storage-communication tradeoff with
the smallest possible number of files among all Comp-PDA based coded computing schemes. Thus, it’s desirable
to design Comp-PDAs to achieve SC pairs close to the optimal SC tradeoff but with significantly smaller number
of files than MAN-PDAs. To this end, we resort to the constructions in [32]. We explicitly derive the performance
of Comp-PDA constructions in [32] and prove the following results. When using the PDAs in [32], the required
number of files is in the order of O
(
eK·
1
q ln q
)
, where q is an integer that factorizes K. When the storage load scales
to infinity with K, it saves a factor that increases exponentially with K compared to O
(
eK(
1
q ln q+(1− 1q ) ln qq−1 )
)
,
the order of minimum required number of files of MAN-PDA. While the communication load approaches that with
MAN-PDA whenever the storage load scales to infinity. It is worth pointing out that, the Comp-PDA based coded
computing schemes adopts a fixed storage strategy irrespective of the active set size Q. Thus, it can be implemented
even if the system has no information about the active set size Q in the map phase.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II formally describes our model, and Section III
reviews the definitions of PDAs and Comp-PDAs; Section IV shows the main results of this paper; The details are
presented in Section V to VII; and Section VIII concludes this paper.
Notations: For positive integers n, k such that n ≥ k, we use the notations [n] , {1, 2, . . . , n}, and [k : n] ,
{k, k + 1, . . . , n}. The binomial coefficient is denoted by Ckn , n!k!(n−k)! for n ≥ k ≥ 0; we set Ckn = 0 when
k < 0 or k > n. For k ≤ n, we use Ωkn to denote the collection (set of set) of all subsets of [n] of cardinality k,
i.e., Ωkn , {T ⊂ [n] : |T | = k}. The binary field is denoted by F2 and the n dimensional vector space over F2 is
denoted by Fn2 . We use |A| to denote the cardinality of the set A, while for a signal X , |X| is the number of bits
in X . For set operations, the order of precedence is from left to right.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A (K,Q) straggling system is parameterized by the positive integers
K,Q,N,D,U,V,W, (1)
4as described in the following. The system aims to compute D output functions φ1, . . . , φD through K distributed
computing nodes from N files. Each output function φd : FNW2 → FU2 (d ∈ [D]) takes as inputs the length W files
in the library W = {w1 . . . , wN}, and outputs a bit stream of length U, i.e.,
ud = φd(w1, . . . , wN) ∈ FU2 . (2)
Assume that the computation of the output functions φd can be decomposed as:
φd(w1, . . . , wN) = hd(fd,1(w1), . . . , fd,N(wN)), (3)
where
• the map function fd,n : FW2 → FV2 maps the file wn into a binary stream of length V, called intermediate
value (IVA), i.e.,
vd,n , fd,n(wn) ∈ FV2 , ∀ n ∈ [N]; (4)
• the reduce function hd : FNV2 → FU2 , maps the IVAs {vd,n}Nn=1 into the output stream
ud = φd(w1, . . . , wN) = hd(vd,1, . . . , vd,N). (5)
Notice that a decomposition into map and reduce functions is always possible. In fact, trivially, one can set
the map and reduce functions to be the identity and output functions respectively, i.e., fd,n(wn) = wn, and
hd = φd, ∀ n ∈ [N], d ∈ [D], in which case V = W. However, to mitigate the communication cost during the
shuffle phase, one would prefer a decomposition such that the length of the IVAs is as small as possible while still
allowing the nodes to compute the final outputs. The computation is carried out through three phases, namely, the
map, shuffle, and reduce phases.
1) Map Phase: Each node k ∈ [K] stores a subset of files Mk ⊆ W , and tries to compute all the IVAs from
the files in Mk, denoted by Ck:
Ck , {vd,n : d ∈ [D], wn ∈Mk}. (6)
Each node has a random amount of time to compute its corresponding IVAs. To limit latency of the system,
the distributed computing scheme proceeds with the shuffle and reduce phases as soon as a fixed number of
Q ∈ [K] nodes have terminated the map computations. These nodes are called active nodes, and the set of all
active nodes is called active set, whereas the other K−Q nodes are called straggling nodes. For simplicity, we
consider the symmetric case in which each subset Q ⊆ [K] of size |Q| = Q is active with same probability.
Let the random variable Q denote the random active set. Then,
Pr {Q = Q} = 1
CQK
, ∀ Q ∈ ΩQK. (7)
In our model, we also assume that the map phase has been designed in a way that all the files can be
5recovered1 from any active set of size Q. Hence, for any file wn ∈ W , the number of nodes tn storing this
file must satisfy
tn ≥ K− Q + 1, ∀ n ∈ [N]. (8)
The output functions φ1, . . . , φD are then uniformly assigned2 to the nodes in Q. Let DQk be the set of indices
of output functions assigned to a given node k ∈ Q. Thus, ΓQ , {DQk }k∈Q forms a partition of [D], and
each set DQk is of cardinality DQ . Denote the set of all the partitions of [D] into equally large sets by ∆.
2) Shuffle Phase: The nodes in Q proceed to exchange their computed IVAs. Each node k ∈ Q multicasts a
signal
XQk = ϕ
Q
k
(Ck,ΓQ) (9)
to all the other nodes in Q, where ϕQk : F
|Ck|V
2 ×∆→ F|X
Q
k |
2 , k ∈ Q, is the encoding function of node k.
Here we assume a perfect multicast channel, i.e., each active node k ∈ Q receives perfectly all the transmitted
signals
XQ ,
{
XQk : k ∈ Q
}
. (10)
3) Reduce Phase: Using the received signals XQ from the shuffle phase and the local IVAs Ck computed in
the map phase, node k has to be able to compute all the IVAs
{(vd,1, . . . , vd,N)}d∈DQk = ψ
Q
k
(
XQ, Ck,ΓQ
)
, (11)
where ψQk : F
∑
k∈Q |XQk |
2 × F|Ck|V2 ×∆ → F
NDV
Q
2 . Finally, with the restored IVAs, it computes each assigned
function via the reduce function, namely,
ud = hd(vd,1, . . . , vd,N), ∀ d ∈ DQk . (12)
To measure the storage and communication costs, we introduce the following definitions.
Definition 1 (Storage Load). Storage load r is defined as the total number of files stored across the K nodes
normalized by the total number of files N, i.e.,
r ,
∑K
k=1 |Mk|
N
. (13)
Definition 2 (Communication Load). Communication load L is defined as the average total number of bits sent in
the shuffle phase, normalized by the total number of bits of all intermediate values, i.e.,
L = E
[∑
k∈Q |XQk |
NDV
]
, (14)
1In this paper, we thus exclude the “outage” event in which some active sets cannot compute the given function due to missing files.
2Here we assume for simplicity that Q divides D. Note that otherwise we can always add empty functions for the assumption to hold.
6where the expectation is taken over the active set Q.
Definition 3 (Storage-Communication (SC) Tradeoff). A pair of real numbers (r, L) is achievable if for any  > 0,
there exist positive integers N,D,U,V,W, a storage design {Mk}Kk=1 of storage load less than r + , a set of
uniform assignments of output functions
{
ΓQ
}
Q∈ΩQK
, and a collection of encoding functions
{{
ϕQk
}
k∈Q
}
Q∈ΩQK
with communication load less than L+, such that all the output functions φ1, . . . , φD can be computed successfully.
For a fixed Q ∈ [K], we define the optimal storage-communication (SC) tradeoff as
L∗K,Q(r) , inf {L : (r, L) is achievable} . (15)
Note that the non-trivial interval for the values of r is [K − Q + 1,K]. Indeed, if r > K, then each node can
store all the files and compute any function locally. On the other hand, from the assumption (8), we have for any
feasible scheme
r =
∑K
k=1 |Mk|
N
(16)
=
∑N
n=1 tn
N
(17)
≥ K− Q + 1. (18)
Therefore, throughout the paper, we only focus on the interval r ∈ [K − Q + 1,K] for any given Q ∈ [K].
Further, for a given storage design {Mk}Kk=1, by the symmetry assumption of the reduce functions and the fact
that each node has all the IVAs of all D output functions in the files it has stored, the optimal communication load
is independent of the choice of reduce function assignment. This is similar to the case without straggling nodes
(see [5, Remark 3]).
Definition 4 (File Complexity). The smallest number of files N required to implement a given scheme is called the
file complexity of this scheme.
III. PLACEMENT DELIVERY ARRAYS FOR STRAGGLING SYSTEMS
A. Definitions
Placement delivery arrays (PDA) introduced in [32] are the main tool of this paper. To adapt to our setup, we
use the follow definition in [8].
Definition 5 (Placement Delivery Array (PDA)). For positive integers K,F,T and a nonnegative integer S, an
F×K array A = [aj,k], j ∈ [F], k ∈ [K], composed of T special symbols “∗” and some ordinary symbols 1, . . . ,S,
each occurring at least once, is called a (K,F,T,S) PDA, if for any two distinct entries aj1,k1 and aj2,k2 , we have
aj1,k1 = aj2,k2 = s, an ordinary symbol only if
a) j1 6= j2, k1 6= k2, i.e., they lie in distinct rows and distinct columns; and
7b) aj1,k2 = aj2,k1 = ∗, i.e., the corresponding 2 × 2 subarray formed by rows j1, j2 and columns k1, k2 must
be of the following form  s ∗
∗ s
 or
 ∗ s
s ∗
 . (19)
A PDA with all “∗” entries is called trivial. Notice that in this case S = 0 and KF = T. A PDA is g-regular if
each ordinary symbol occur exactly g times.
Example 1. The following array is a 3-regular (4, 6, 12, 4) PDA.
A =

∗ ∗ 1 2
∗ 1 ∗ 3
∗ 2 3 ∗
1 ∗ ∗ 4
2 ∗ 4 ∗
3 4 ∗ ∗

. (20)
For our purpose, we introduce the following definitions similarly to the ones in [8].
Definition 6 (PDA for Distributed Computing (Comp-PDA)). A Comp-PDA is a PDA with at least one “ ∗ ” in
each row.
Definition 7 (Minimum Storage Number). Given a Comp-PDA A, its minimum storage number τ is defined as
the minimum number of “ ∗ ”-symbols in any of the rows of A.
Definition 8 (Symbol Frequencies). For a given nontrivial (K,F,T,S) Comp-PDA, let St denote the number of
ordinary symbols that occur exactly t times, for t ∈ [K]. The symbol frequencies θ1, θ2, . . . , θK of the Comp-PDA
are then defined as
θt ,
Stt
KF− T , t ∈ [K]. (21)
They indicate the fractions of ordinary entries of the Comp-PDA that occur exactly 1, 2, . . . ,K times, respectively.
For completeness, we also define θt , 0 for t > K.
B. Constructing a Coded Computing Scheme From a Comp-PDA: A Toy Example
To illustrate the connection between a coded computing scheme and a Comp-PDA in the presence of stragglers,
we consider the following toy example in this section. A general construction from any Comp-PDA as well as the
performance analysis is presented in Section V.
Consider the (4, 6, 12, 4) Comp-PDA A in Example 1, and assume a (K,Q) = (4, 3) straggling system with
N = 6 files and D = 3 output functions. The scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1 for the case that node 3 is straggling.
The file line in each of the four boxes indicates the files stored at the nodes, and the remaining lines of the boxes
indicate the map functions. The effectively computed IVAs are depicted below the boxes. Here red circles indicate
8Fig. 1: An example of CCS scheme for a system with K = 4, N = 6 and Q = 3, where the third node is a straggling node.
IVAs {v1,1, . . . , v1,6}, green triangles IVAs {v2,1, . . . , v2,6}, and blue squares IVAs {v3,1, . . . , v3,6}. The signals
on the left/right side of the boxes indicate the signals sent by the nodes.
Firstly, we associate the columns of A with the nodes (one for each column), and the rows with the files (one
for each row) respectively. Without loss of generality, we associate the column k with node k (k ∈ [4]), and row j
with file wj (j ∈ [6]). In the map phase, each node stores all the files that have a “ ∗ ”-symbol in the corresponding
column. For example, node 1, which is associated with the first column of the Comp-PDA, stores the files w1, w2
and w3. Each node tries to compute all the IVAs from its stored files.
After the map phase, node 3 turns out to be a straggling node, and nodes 1, 2, 4 are assigned to accomplish
the first, second, and third output functions, respectively. We thus create the signals from the subarray A˜ of A
composed of columns 1, 2 and 4, which represent the active node set:
A˜ =

∗ ∗ 2
∗ 1 3
∗ 2 ∗
1 ∗ 4
2 ∗ ∗
3 4 ∗

. (22)
Since A˜ is also a Comp-PDA, we can apply the same procedure as described in [8], [34] to construct the transmit
signals. Specifically, for each s ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} occuring g times (g = 2 or 3), pick out the g × g array containing s.
For example, for s = 2, the subarray containing 2 is associated to 3 files and 3 nodes, as below:
1 2 4
w1 ∗ ∗ 2
w3 ∗ 2 ∗
w5 2 ∗ ∗
(23)
Each symbol 2 in this subarray indicates the IVA computed from the file in the row but needed by the node in
9the column of the symbol’s position. The three symbols “2” in rows 1, 2 and 3 thus represent v3,1, v2,3 and v1,5
respectively. Each of these IVAs is equally split into g− 1 = 2 smaller IVAs and we label the smaller IVAs by the
indices of the other two columns, i.e., v3,1 = (v13,1, v
2
3,1), v2,3 = (v
1
2,3, v
4
2,3) and v1,5 = (v
2
1,5, v
4
1,5). Each node in
the columns of this subarray considers the symbols 2 in the other two columns, and sends the XOR of one smaller
IVA desired for the other two nodes. Nodes 1, 2, 4 send v12,3 ⊕ v13,1, v23,1 ⊕ v21,5 and v41,5 ⊕ v42,3 respectively. In
fact, node 1 can compute v12,3 ⊕ v13,1 because it has stored both files w1 and w3, which is indicated by the “ ∗ ”s
in the first column of the subarray in (23). Similarly, the other two nodes can create their signals by the “ ∗ ”s
indicated by the “ ∗ ”s in the other columns of (23). From the signal v12,3 ⊕ v13,1, node 2 can decode v12,3 since it
has computed v3,1, while node 4 can decode v13,1, since it has computed v2,3. As node 1 has computed v1,1, v1,2
and v1,3 in the map phase, it still needs to decode v1,4, v1,5, v1,6. It is easy to verify that it can decode these IVAs
from the signals of nodes 2 and 4. The total length of the signals is 7.5V. In fact, in any case of one straggling
node, the total length is 7.5V, thus the communication load is L = 7.5V6×3×V =
5
12 .
IV. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we present our main results. Details and proofs are deferred to Sections V–VII.
A. Coded Computing Schemes for Straggling System from Comp-PDAs
In Section V, we propose a coded computing scheme for a (K,Q) straggling system based on any Comp-PDA
with K columns and minimum storage number τ ≥ K − Q + 1. Theorem 1 is proved by analyzing the coded
computing scheme, which is deferred to Section V-B.
Theorem 1. From any given (K,F,T,S) Comp-PDA A with symbol fequencies {θt}Kt=1 and minimum storage
number τ ∈ [K− Q + 1 : K], one can construct a coded computing scheme for a (K,Q) straggling system achieving
the SC pair
rA =
T
F
, (24)
LA =
(
1− T
FK
)
· 1
CQ−1K−1
·
K∑
t=1
θt
CQ−1K−t + min{t,Q}−1∑
l=max{1,t−K+Q−1}
1
l
· Clt−1 · CQ−l−1K−t
 , (25)
with file complexity F.
Theorem 1 characterizes the performance of the coded computing scheme obtained from a Comp-PDA as
described in Section V in terms of the Comp-PDA parameters. Notice that, the file complexity of any Comp-
PDA based scheme is simply the number of rows F of the Comp-PDA. For simplicity, in the following, we will
simply say that a Comp-PDA achieves this performance. And we call the parameter F of a Comp-PDA its file
complexity.
Theorem 1 can be simplified for regular Comp-PDAs.
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Corollary 1. For a (K,Q) straggling system, from any given g-regular (K,F,T,S) Comp-PDA A, with g ∈ [K]
and the minimum storage number τ ∈ [K− Q + 1 : K], one can construct a coded computing scheme achieving a
SC pair
rA =
T
F
, (26)
LA =
(
1− T
KF
)
·
CQ−1K−g
CQ−1K−1
+
min{g,Q}−1∑
l=max{1,g−K+Q−1}
1
l
· C
l
g−1 · CQ−l−1K−g
CQ−1K−1
 , (27)
with file complexity F.
Proof: From Theorem 1, we only need to evaluate LA when A is a g-(K,F,T,S) Comp-PDA. In this case,
all the S symbols occur g times, i.e.,
θg = 1, and θt = 0, ∀ t ∈ [K]\{g}. (28)
Then the conclusion directly follows from Theorem 1.
Corollary 1 is of particular interest since there are several explicit regular PDA constructions for coded caching
in the literature, such as [32], [35], [36], which are also Comp-PDAs. With Corollary 1, the performance of the
coded computing schemes from such Comp-PDAs can be conveniently obtained. In particular, the following PDAs
obtained from the coded caching scheme proposed by Maddah-Ali and Niesen [33] are important.
Definition 9 (Maddah-Ali Niesen PDA (MAN-PDA)). Fix any integer i ∈ [K], and let {Tj}(
K
i)
j=1 denote all subsets of
[K] of size i. Also, choose an arbitrary bijective function κ from the collection of all subsets of [K] with cardinality
i+ 1 to the set
[(
K
i+1
)]
. Then, define the array Pi = [pj,k] as
pj,k ,
 ∗, if k ∈ Tjκ({k} ∪ Tj), if k /∈ Tj . (29)
We observe that for any i ∈ [K− 1], the array Pi is an (i+ 1)-regular
(
K,
(
K
i
)
,K
(
K−1
i−1
)
,
(
K
i+1
))
Comp-PDA (see
[32] for details). For i = K, the Comp-PDA Pi consists only of “∗”-entries and is thus a trivial PDA. By Corollary
1, we directly obtain the following result.
Corollary 2. For a (K,Q) straggling system, and each r ∈ [K − Q + 1 : K], the MAN-PDA Pr achieves the SC
pair (r, LPr ), where
LPr ,
(
1− r
K
)
·
min{r,Q−1}∑
l=r+Q−K
1
l
· C
l
r · CQ−l−1K−r−1
CQ−1K−1
. (30)
In fact, the coded computing scheme associated to Pr is equivalent to our proposed coded computing for straggling
system (CCS) in [1]. Here, we present it as a special case of the more general Comp-PDA framework. As we shall
see, the Comp-PDA framework allows us to design new coded computing schemes with lower file complexity.
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B. The Fundamental Storage-Communication Tradeoff
We are ready to present our storage-communication tradeoff result, which is proved in Section VI.
Theorem 2. For a (K,Q) straggling system, with a given integer storage load r ∈ [K − Q + 1 : K], the optimal
SC tradeoff is
L∗K,Q(r) =
(
1− r
K
)
·
min{r,Q−1}∑
l=r+Q−K
1
l
· C
l
r · CQ−l−1K−r−1
CQ−1K−1
, (31)
which is achievable with a scheme of file complexity CrK. In general, for r ∈ [K−Q+1,K], the optimal SC tradeoff
L∗K,Q(r) is given by the lower convex envelope formed by the above points.
Fig. 2 shows the optimal SC tradeoff curves for K = 10 and different values of Q. When Q = 1, the curve
reduces to a single point (K, 0), while when Q = K, the curve corresponds to the optimal tradeoff without straggling
nodes (cf. [5, Fig. 1]). Notice that, the achievability of the points (r, L∗K,Q(r)) for integers r ∈ [K − Q + 1 : K]
directly follow from the MAN-PDA Pr in Corollary 2. In particular, without straggling nodes (i.e., Q = K), the
scheme degrades to the CDC scheme in [5]. Moreover, since the storage design of Comp-PDA based schemes does
not depend on the value of Q (See Remark 3 in Section V-A), the storage design from MAN-PDA is universal
optimal design for all active set size Q ∈ [K− r + 1 : K].
Fig. 2: Storage-Communication Tradeoff L∗K,Q(r) for Q ∈ [K] when K = 10.
It is worth pointing out that the MAN-PDA based scheme achieves the tradeoff without assuming any structure of
the map and reduce functions. Therefore, the files are stored without any transformation (that is, uncoded storage).
And the converse is proved under this assumption. If the map and the reduce functions have certain properties,
for example, linearity, it is possible to achieve better SC tradeoff with coded storage [30], [31]. Fig. 3 compares
Theorem 2 to the results in [30], [31]. It can be observed that the MAN-PDA based scheme outperforms the scheme
in [30] but is inferior to the improved version in [31]. Indeed, linearity of the map functions is the key property
enabling the use of MDS codes in the schemes in [30], [31]. However, such MDS-based schemes require a large
enough field size and work exclusively with specific functions such as linear functions, while our Comp-PDA based
schemes work with the binary field and for arbitrary map and reduce functions. This is important for practical
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scenarios when the map and reduce functions have no particular structure to exploit. For example, in many machine
learning applications [3], [4], various non-linear complex map and reduce functions can be involved.
Fig. 3: Comparison with known results when applied to linear map functions, K = 10,Q = 8.
C. Optimality and Reduction of File Complexity
From Theorem 1 and Corollary 2, the coded computing scheme based on the MAN-PDA Pr, for r ∈ [K− Q + 1 :
K], has file complexity CrK and achieves the optimal SC tradeoff. The following theorem indicates that, this is the
smallest file complexity to achieve the same tradeoff point in most cases. The proof is deferred to Section VII.
Theorem 3. For a (K,Q) straggling system, if a Comp-PDA based scheme achieves the optimal SC tradeoff(
r, L∗K,Q(r)
)
for some r ∈ [K− Q + 1 : K], if Q /∈ {2,K} or r 6= K− Q + 1, then the file complexity F ≥ CrK.
Remark 1. It is easy to verify that, in the case Q ∈ {2,K} and r = K − Q + 1, the optimal SC tradeoff can be
achieved with F = 1 with the Comp-PDAs [∗, ∗, . . . , ∗, 1] and [∗, 1, 2, . . . ,K− 1], respectively.
We next present Comp-PDAs with lower file complexity F that achieve SC tradeoffs close to the optimal ones.
We consider two existing PDA constructions originally proposed for coded caching in [32, Theorems 4 and 5]. Let
q ∈ [2 : K− 1] be such that q |K, and m = Kq . There exists
P1) an m-regular
(
mq, qm−1,mqm−1, (q − 1)qm−1) Comp-PDA with minimum storage number m;
P2) an m(q − 1)-regular (mq, (q − 1)qm−1,m(q − 1)2qm−1, qm−1) Comp-PDA with minimum storage number
m(q − 1).
Corollary 3. For any integer r ∈ [K− Q+ 1 : K− 1], such that either r |K or K− r |K, the communication load
LK,Q(r) =
(
1− r
K
)
·
CQ−1K−r
CQ−1K−1
+
min{r,Q}−1∑
l=max{1,r+Q−K−1}
1
l
· C
l
r−1C
Q−l−1
K−r
CQ−1K−1
 , (32)
can be achieved with file complexity F = rK ·
(
K
min{r,K−r}
)min{r,K−r}
.
Proof: If r |K, then specialize the Comp-PDA in P1) to parameter q = Kr . This results in a r-regular(
K, qr−1,Kqr−2, (q − 1)qr−1) Comp-PDA with minimum storage number r, and the proof is then immediate from
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Corollary 1. If K − r|K, then specialize the Comp-PDA in P2) to parameter q = KK−r . This results in a r-regular(
K, (q − 1)qK−r−1, K(q − 1)2qK−r−2, qK−r−1) Comp-PDA, and the proof again follows from Corollary 1.
In the following proposition, we quantify how close the above SC tradeoff point is to the optimal, and for how
much we can reduce the file complexity.
Proposition 1. Consider a (K,Q) straggling system and an integer r ∈ [K−Q+1 : K] such that rK = c ∈
{
1
q ,
q−1
q
}
for some integer q ∈ [2 : K− 1]. There exist α ∈ [0, 2] and β ∈ [0,√2pie2], such that the SC tradeoff LK,Q(r) and
the file complexity F achieved by those constructions P1) or P2) satisfy
LK,Q(r)
L∗K,Q(r)
= 1 +
α
r
, (33)
and
F
F∗
= βAqK
1
2B−Kq , (34)
where Aq ,
√
q−1
cq and Bq ,
(
q
q−1
) q−1
q
.
From the above proposition, with a fixed q, whenever K and r scale proportionally to infinity, the communication
load is close to optimal, while the file complexity can be reduced by a factor that increases exponentially with K.
Remark 2. In this work, we only consider two particular PDAs. There has been extensive research in coded
caching schemes with low subpacketization level using various approaches. Most of them have an equivalent PDA
representation. For examples, PDAs can be constructed from hyper-graphs [35], bipartite graphs [36], linear block
codes [37], Ruzsa-Szemere´di graphs [38]. The connection between PDA and coded computing schemes established
with straggling nodes in this section make it possible to apply all these results straightforwardly to straggling
systems.
V. CODED COMPUTING SCHEMES FOR STRAGGLING SYSTEM FROM COMP-PDAS (PROOF OF THEOREM 1)
In this section, we prove Theorem 1 by describing how to construct a coded computing scheme from a given
Comp-PDA and analyzing its performance.
A. Constructing a Coded Computing Scheme for Straggling System from a Comp-PDA
In [8], we described how from any Comp-PDA, one can obtain a distributed computing scheme. A similar
procedure is possible in the presence of stragglers if the minimum storage number τ ≥ K−Q+ 1. In fact, assume
a given Comp-PDA A. The storage design in the map phase corresponding to A is the same as without straggling
nodes. As part of the map phase, each node computes all the IVAs that it can compute from its stored files. For
the reduce phase of the straggling system, we restrict to the subarray AQ of A formed by the columns of A with
indices in the active set Q. Notice that AQ is again a Comp-PDA, because the minimum storage number of A
is at least K − Q + 1. Shuffle and reduce phases are again performed as in a non-straggling setup but where the
Comp-PDA A is replaced by the new Comp-PDA AQ. We explain the map, shuffle, and reduce phases in more
detail.
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Fix a (K,F,T,S) Comp-PDA A = [ai,j ] with minimum storage number τ ≥ K− Q + 1. Partition the N files
into F batches W1,W2, . . . ,WF, each containing
η , N
F
(35)
files and so that W1,W2, . . . ,WF form a partition for W . It is implicitly assumed here that η is an integer number.
1) Map Phase: Each node k stores the files in
Mk =
⋃
i∈[F] : ai,k=∗
Wi, (36)
and computes the IVAs in (6). The map phase terminates whenever any Q nodes accomplish their computations.
Let Q be the active set, and AQ be the subarray of A composed of the columns in Q. Also let gQs be the number
of occurrence of s in AQ, i.e.,
gQs = |{(i, k) : ai,k = s, k ∈ Q}|, (37)
and IQ be the set of symbols occur only once in AQ:
IQ , {s ∈ [S] : gQs = 1}. (38)
The symbols in IQ are partitioned into Q subsets {IQk : k ∈ Q} as follows. For each s ∈ IQ, let (i, j) be the
unique couple in [F]×Q such that ai,j = s. Since the number of “ ∗ ”s in the i-th row of A is equal or larger than
K−Q+ 1 by the assumption τ ≥ K−Q+ 1, there exists at least one k ∈ Q such that ai,k = ∗. Arbitrarily choose
such a k and assign s into IQk . Let AQk denote the set of ordinary symbols in column k occurring at least twice:
AQk , {s ∈ [S] : ai,k = s for some i ∈ [F]}\IQ, k ∈ Q. (39)
Pick any uniform assignment of reduce functions DQ = {DQk }k∈Q. Let UQi,j denote the set of IVAs for the node
k computed from the files in Wi, i.e.,
UQi,j ,
{
vd,n : d ∈ DQj , wn ∈ Wi
}
, (i, j) ∈ [F]×Q. (40)
2) Shuffle Phase: Node k multicasts the signal
XQk =
{
XQk,s : s ∈ IQk ∪ AQk
}
, (41)
where the signals XQk,s are created as below.
For all s ∈ Ik, set
XQk,s , UQi,j , (42)
where (i, j) is the unique index in [F]×Q such that ai,j = s.
To describe the signal XQk,s for s ∈ Ak, we first describe a partition of the IVA UQi,j for each pair (i, j) ∈ [F]×Q
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such that ai,j ∈ Aj . Let s′ = ai,j , then gQs′ ≥ 2. Let (l1, j1), (l2, j2), . . . , (lgQs −1, jgQs −1) ∈ [F]×Q indicate all the
other gQs′ − 1 occurrences of the ordinary symbol s′ in AQ, i.e.,
al1,j1 = al2,j2 = . . . = algQs −1,jgQs −1
= s′. (43)
Partition IVA UQi,j into gQs′−1 smaller subblocks of equal size and denote these subblocks by UQ,j1i,j ,UQ,j2i,j , . . . ,U
Q,j
gQs −1
i,j :
UQi,j =
{
UQ,j1i,j ,UQ,j2i,j , . . . ,U
Q,j
gQs −1
i,j
}
. (44)
For all s ∈ AQk , set
XQk,s ,
⊕
(i,j)∈[F]×(Q\{k}) :
ai,j=s
UQ,ki,j . (45)
3) Reduce Phase: Node k has to compute all IVAs in⋃
i∈[F]
UQi,k. (46)
In the map phase, node k has already computed all IVAs in
{UQi,k : ai,k = ∗}. It thus remains to compute all IVAs
in ⋃
i∈[F] : ai,k 6=∗
UQi,k. (47)
Fix an arbitrary i ∈ [F] such that ai,k 6= ∗, and set s = ai,k. If s ∈ AQk , each subblock UQ,ji,k in (44) can be restored
by node k from the signal Xjs sent by node j (see (45)):
UQ,ji,k = UQ,jl1,j1 ⊕ U
Q,j
l2,j2
⊕ . . .⊕ UQ,jl
gQs −2
,j
gQs −2
⊕XQj,s, (48)
where (lt, jt) (t ∈ [gQs − 2]) are the other gQs − 2 indices in [F]×Q\{j, k} such that alt,jt = s. Notice that, these
IVAs have been computed by node k during the map phase, since alt,jt = ai,k = s and lt 6= k indicate that lt 6= i,
and alt,k = ∗ by the PDA properties. Therefore, UQ,ji,k can be decoded from (48). If s /∈ AQk , then s ∈ IQ by (39).
There exists thus an index j ∈ Q\{k} such that s ∈ Ij and therefore, by (42), the subset UQ,ji,k can be recovered
from the signal XQj,s sent by node j.
Remark 3. It is worth pointing out that the storage design {Mk}Kk=1 only depends on the “ ∗ ” positions in A, but
not on the parameter Q (See (36)). This indicates that, in practice the map phase can be carried out even without
knowing how many nodes will be participating in the shuffle and reduce phases.
B. Performance Analysis
We have analyzed the performances of storage and communication loads in the no-stragglers setup in [8]. For the
scheme in the preceding subsection, the analysis of storage load follows the same lines as in [8]. When computing
the communication load defined in (14), we have to average over all realizations of the active set Q.
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1) Storage Load: Since the Comp-PDA A contains T “ ∗ ”s, and each “ ∗ ” symbol indicates that a batch of
η = NF files is stored at a given node, see (36), the storage load of the proposed scheme is:
r =
∑K
k=1 |Mk|
N
=
T · η
N
=
T
F
. (49)
2) Communication Load: For any s ∈ [S], let gs be the occurrence of s in A, and gQs be the occurrence of s in
the columns in Q. By (42) and (45), the length of the signals associated to s is
lQs =

0, if gQs = 0
VND
FQ , if g
Q
s = 1
gQs
gQs −1 ·
VND
FQ , if g
Q
s ≥ 2
, (50)
when Q is the active set. The total length of the all signals thus is∑
k∈Q
|XQk | =
∑
k∈Q
∑
s∈[S]:gQs >0
|XQk,s| (51)
=
∑
s∈[S]:gQs >0
∑
k∈Q
|XQk,s| (52)
=
∑
s∈[S]
lQs . (53)
Then, by (14), the communication load is:
LA (54)
= E
[∑
k∈Q |XQk |
NDV
]
(55)
=
1
NDV
· 1
CQK
·
∑
Q∈ΩQK
∑
k∈Q
|XQk | (56)
(a)
=
1
NDV
· 1
CQK
·
∑
Q∈ΩQK
∑
s∈[S]
lQs (57)
(b)
=
1
NDV
· 1
CQK
·
∑
s∈[S]
∑
Q∈ΩQK
lQs ·
(
Q∑
l=0
I(gQs = l)
)
·
(
K∑
g=1
I(gs = g)
)
(58)
=
1
NDV
· 1
CQK
·
K∑
g=1
∑
s∈[S]
Q∑
l=0
∑
Q∈ΩQK
lQs · I(gQs = l) · I(gs = g) (59)
(c)
=
1
NDV
· 1
CQK
·
K∑
g=1
∑
s∈[S]
 ∑
Q∈ΩQK
NDV
FQ
· I(gQs = 1) +
Q∑
l=2
∑
Q∈ΩQK
lNDV
(l − 1)FQ · I(g
Q
s = l)
 · I(gs = g) (60)
=
1
FQ
· 1
CQK
·
K∑
g=1
∑
s∈[S]
 ∑
Q∈ΩQK
I(gQs = 1) +
Q∑
l=2
l
l − 1 ·
 ∑
Q∈ΩQK
I(gQs = l)
 · I(gs = g) (61)
(d)
=
1
FK
· 1
CQ−1K−1
·
K∑
g=1
∑
s∈[S]
(
C1g · CQ−1K−g +
Q∑
l=2
l
l − 1 · C
l
g · CQ−lK−g
)
· I(gs = g) (62)
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=
1
FK
· 1
CQ−1K−1
·
K∑
g=1
(
C1g · CQ−1K−g +
Q∑
l=2
l
l − 1 · C
l
g · CQ−lK−g
)
·
∑
s∈[S]
I(gs = g) (63)
(e)
=
1
FK
· 1
CQ−1K−1
·
K∑
g=1
Sg
(
C1g · CQ−1K−g +
Q∑
l=2
l
l − 1 · C
l
g · CQ−lK−g
)
(64)
(f)
=
1
FK
· 1
CQ−1K−1
·
K∑
g=1
Sg
(
g · CQ−1K−g +
Q∑
l=2
g
l − 1 · C
l−1
g−1 · CQ−lK−g
)
(65)
=
1
FK
· 1
CQ−1K−1
·
K∑
g=1
Sgg
(
CQ−1K−g +
Q−1∑
l=1
1
l
· Clg−1 · CQ−l−1K−g
)
(66)
(g)
=
1
FK
· 1
CQ−1K−1
·
K∑
g=1
Sgg
CQ−1K−g + min{g,Q}−1∑
l=max{1,g−K+Q−1}
1
l
· Clg−1 · CQ−l−1K−g
 (67)
=
FK− T
FK
· 1
CQ−1K−1
·
K∑
g=1
Sgg
FK− T ·
CQ−1K−g + min{g,Q}−1∑
l=max{1,g−K+Q−1}
1
l
· Clg−1 · CQ−l−1K−g
 (68)
(h)
=
(
1− T
FK
)
· 1
CQ−1K−1
·
K∑
g=1
θg
CQ−1K−g + min{g,Q}−1∑
l=max{1,g−K+Q−1}
1
l
· Clg−1 · CQ−l−1K−g
 , (69)
where (a) holds by (53); (b) holds since for each s ∈ [S], ∑Ql=0 I(gQs = l) = 1 and ∑Kg=1 I(gs = g) = 1; (c)
follows from (50); and (d) holds since for each symbol occurring g times, it has occurrence l in exact Clg · CQ−lK−g
subsets of K with cardinality Q; in (e), we defined Sg to be the number of ordinary symbols occurring g times for
each g ∈ [K]; in (f), we used the equality Clg = gl · Cl−1g−1; in (g), we eliminated the indices of zero terms in the
summation of (66); and (h) follows from the definition of symbol frequencies.
C. File Complexity of the Proposed Schemes
The analysis of file complexity is similar to the no-straggler setup in [8]. The files are partitioned into F batches
so that each batch contains η = NF > 0 files. It is assumed that η is a positive integer. The smallest number of files
N where this assumption can be met is F. Therefore, the file complexity of the scheme is F.
VI. THE OPTIMAL STORAGE-COMMUNICATION TRADEOFF (PROOF OF THEOREM 2)
By Corollary 2, the SC pair
(
r, L∗K,Q(r)
)
, r ∈ [K − Q + 1 : K] can be achieved by the MAN-PDA Pr. For a
general non-integer r ∈ [K − Q + 1,K], the lower convex envelope of these points can be achieved by memory-
and time- sharing. It remains to prove the converse in Theorem 2.
Let ZQK (x) be a piecewise linear function connecting the points
(
s, ZQK (s)
)
sequentially over the interval [K −
Q + 1,K] with
ZQK (s) ,
min{s,Q}∑
l=s+Q−K
Q− l
Ql
ClsC
Q−l
K−s, s ∈ [K− Q + 1 : K]. (70)
We shall need the following lemma, proved in Appendix A.
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Lemma 1. The sequence ZQK (s) is strictly convex and decreasing for s ∈ [K−Q+ 1 : K]. And the function ZQK (x)
is convex and decreasing over [K− Q + 1,K].
Let M , {Mk}Kk=1 be a storage design and (r, L) be a SC pair achieved based on {Mk}Kk=1. For each
s ∈ [K− Q + 1 : K], define
aM,s ,
∑
I⊆K:|I|=s
∣∣∣∣( ∩k∈IMk
)∖(
∪
k¯∈K\I
Mk¯
)∣∣∣∣ , (71)
i.e., aM,s is the number of files stored s times across all the nodes. Then by definition, aM,s satisfies
aM,s ≥ 0, (72)
K∑
s=K−Q+1
aM,s = N, (73)
K∑
s=K−Q+1
saM,s = rN. (74)
For any Q ∈ ΩQK and any l ∈ [Q], define
bQM,l ,
∑
I⊆Q:|I|=l
∣∣∣∣( ∩k∈IMk
)∖(
∪
k¯∈Q\I
Mk¯
)∣∣∣∣ , (75)
i.e., bQM,l is the number of files stored exactly l times in the nodes of size Q. Since any file that is stored s times
across all the nodes has l occurrences in exactly Cls · CQ−lK−s subsets of Q, i.e.,∑
Q∈ΩQK
I(wn is stored at exactly l nodes of Q) (76)
=
K−Q+l∑
s=max{l,K−Q+1}
I(wn is stored at exactly s nodes of K) · Cls · CQ−lK−s, ∀n ∈ [N]. (77)
Summing over n ∈ [N], we obtain
∑
Q∈ΩQK
bQM,l =
K−Q+l∑
s=max{l,K−Q+1}
aM,s · Cls · CQ−lK−s. (78)
Consider the case that the active set is Q, all the output functions are computed through the nodes in Q. For the
sub-system with computing nodes in Q, under the storage {Mk}k∈Q, the optimal communication load L∗M,Q has
the following lower bound by [5, Lemma 1]:
L∗M,Q ≥
Q∑
l=1
bQM,l
N
Q− l
Ql
. (79)
The communication load thus satisfies
L = E
[∑
k∈Q |XQk |
NDV
]
(80)
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=
∑
Q∈ΩQK
E
[∑
k∈Q |XQk |
NDV
∣∣∣∣∣ Q = Q
]
· Pr{Q = Q} (81)
≥
∑
Q∈ΩQK
L∗M,Q · Pr{Q = Q} (82)
≥ 1
CQK
∑
Q∈ΩQK
Q∑
l=1
bQM,l
N
Q− l
Ql
(83)
=
1
CQK
Q∑
l=1
 ∑
Q∈ΩQK
bQM,l
N
 Q− l
Ql
(84)
(a)
=
Q∑
l=1
 K−Q+l∑
s=max{l,K−Q+1}
aM,s
N
ClsC
Q−l
K−s
CQK
 Q− l
Ql
(85)
=
1
CQK
K∑
s=K−Q+1
aM,s
N
min{s,Q}∑
l=s+Q−K
Q− l
Ql
ClsC
Q−l
K−s (86)
(b)
=
1
CQK
K∑
s=K−Q+1
aM,s
N
· ZQK (s) (87)
(c)
≥ 1
CQK
· ZQK
(
K∑
s=K−Q+1
saM,s
N
)
(88)
(d)
=
ZQK (r)
CQK
(89)
(e)
≥ Z
Q
K (r + )
CQK
, (90)
where (a) follows from (78); (b) follows from (70); (c) follows from Lemma 1; (d) follows from (74); and (e)
follows from the fact r ≤ r + . Since  can be arbitrary close to zero, we conclude
L ≥ Z
Q
K (r)
CQK
. (91)
In particular, when r ∈ [K− Q + 1 : K], by (70),
L ≥
min{r,Q}∑
l=r+Q−K
Q− l
Ql
ClrC
Q−l
K−r
CQK
(92)
(a)
=
min{r,Q−1}∑
l=r+Q−K
Q− l
Ql
ClrC
Q−l
K−r
CQK
(93)
=
min{r,Q−1}∑
l=r+Q−K
Q− l
Ql
·
Q!
l!(Q−l)! · (K−Q)!(r−l)!(K−Q−r+l)!
K!
r!(K−r)!
(94)
=
(
1− r
K
)
·
min{r,Q−1}∑
l=r+Q−K
1
l
·
r!
l!(r−l)! · (K−r−1)!(Q−l−1)!(K−r−Q+l)!
(K−1)!
(Q−1)!(K−Q)!
(95)
(b)
=
(
1− r
K
)min{r,Q−1}∑
l=r+Q−K
1
l
ClrC
Q−l−1
K−r−1
CQ−1K−1
, (96)
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where (a) holds since for l = Q, the term in the summation is zero. The converse proof is thus complete.
VII. OPTIMALITY OF FILE COMPLEXITY (PROOF OF THEOREM 3)
In order to prove Theorem 3, we need to first derive several lemmas.
A. Preliminaries
Lemma 2. If a coded computing scheme achieves the optimal SC tradeoff pair
(
r, L∗K,Q(r)
)
for any integer
r ∈ [K− Q + 1 : K], then each file is stored exactly r times across the nodes.
Proof: According to Lemma 1, the sequence
{
ZQK (s)
}K
s=K−Q+1 is strictly convex. Thus for the integer r =∑K
s=K−Q+1
saM,s
N , the equality in (88) holds if, and only if,
aM,r
N
= 1, (97)
aM,s
N
= 0, s ∈ [K− Q + 1 : K]\{r}. (98)
Therefore, by definition of aM,s in (71), this indicates that each file is stored exactly r times across the system.
Lemma 3. In a g-regular (K,F,T,S) PDA, s.t., K ≥ g ≥ 2, if there are exactly g − 1 “ ∗ ”s in each row, then
F ≥ Cg−1K .
Proof. With Definition 5 (the definition of PDA), the conclusion follows directly from [32, Lemma 2]. 
For each s ∈ [K], define
UQK (s) , C
Q−1
K−s +
min{s,Q}−1∑
l=max{1,s−K+Q−1}
Cls−1 · CQ−l−1K−s
l
. (99)
Lemma 4. When Q ≥ 3, the subsequence {UQK (s)}Ks=2 strictly decreases with s ∈ [2 : K].
Proof: For each s ∈ [2 : K− 1], by (99),
UQK (s+ 1)− UQK (s) (100)
= −CQ−2K−s−1 +
min{s,Q−1}∑
l=max{1,s−K+Q}
Cls · CQ−l−1K−s−1
l
−
min{s,Q}−1∑
l=max{1,s−K+Q−1}
Cls−1 · CQ−l−1K−s
l
(101)
(a)
= −CQ−2K−s−1 +
min{s,Q−1}∑
l=max{1,s−K+Q}
(Cls−1 + C
l−1
s−1) · CQ−l−1K−s−1
l
−
min{s,Q}−1∑
l=max{1,s−K+Q−1}
Cls−1 · (CQ−l−1K−s−1 + CQ−l−2K−s−1)
l
(102)
(b)
= −CQ−2K−s−1 +
min{s,Q}−1∑
l=max{1,s−K+Q}
Cls−1 · CQ−l−1K−s−1
l
+
min{s,Q−1}∑
l=max{1,s−K+Q}
Cl−1s−1 · CQ−l−1K−s−1
l
−
min{s,Q}−1∑
l=max{1,s−K+Q}
Cls−1 · CQ−l−1K−s−1
l
−
min{s−1,Q−2}∑
l=max{1,s−K+Q−1}
Cls−1 · CQ−l−2K−s−1
l
(103)
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= −CQ−2K−s−1 +
min{s,Q−1}∑
l=max{1,s−K+Q}
Cl−1s−1 · CQ−l−1K−s−1
l
−
min{s−1,Q−2}∑
l=max{1,s−K+Q−1}
Cls−1 · CQ−l−2K−s−1
l
(104)
(c)
= −CQ−2K−s−1 +
min{s,Q−1}∑
l=max{1,s−K+Q}
Cl−1s−1 · CQ−l−1K−s−1
l
−
min{s,Q−1}∑
l=max{2,s−K+Q}
Cl−1s−1 · CQ−l−1K−s−1
l − 1 (105)
= −
min{s,Q−1}∑
l=max{2,s−K+Q}
Cl−1s−1 · CQ−l−1K−s−1
l(l − 1) (106)
≤ 0, (107)
where in (a), we used (132); in (b), we separate the two summations in (102) and eliminate the indices of zero
terms in the separated summations; and in (c), we used the variable change l′ = l + 1. Moreover, if s ≥ 2 and
Q ≥ 3, from (106), UQK (s+ 1)− UQK (s) ≤ −
Cls−1C
Q−2
K−s−1
2 < 0, i.e., U
Q
K (s) is strictly decreasing when s ≥ 2.
B. Proof of Theorem 3
Define the set
E , {(Q, r) : Q ∈ [K], r ∈ [K− Q + 1 : K]}, (108)
and partition it into three subsets
E1 , {(Q, r) : Q ∈ [K], r = K}, (109)
E2 , {(Q, r) : Q ∈ {2,K}, r = K− Q + 1}, (110)
E3 , {(Q, r) : Q ∈ [3 : K], r ∈ [max{K− Q + 1, 2} : K− 1]}. (111)
Notice that, if (Q, r) ∈ E1, the bound F ≥ CKK = 1 is trivial. The case (Q, r) ∈ E2 is excluded. Therefore, in the
rest of the proof, we assume (Q, r) ∈ E3, i.e., Q ∈ [3 : K] and r ∈ [max{K− Q + 1, 2} : K− 1].
Let A be a (K,F,T,S) Comp-PDA that achieves the optimal tradeoff point (r, L∗K,Q(r)). Recall that each row
in a Comp-PDA is associated to a file batch, and a “ ∗ ” at that row and column k indicates that the file batch is
stored at node k. According to Lemma 2, each file is stored exactly r times across the nodes, i.e., there are exactly
r “ ∗ ”s in each row of A.
Let θg′ be the fraction of ordinary entries having occurrence g′ in A, for all g′ ∈ [K]. Since there are r “ ∗ ”s in
each row, from the PDA properties a) and b) in Definition 5, any ordinary symbol cannot appear more than r + 1
times, i.e.,
θg′ = 0, ∀ g′ ∈ [r + 2 : K]. (112)
Therefore,
r+1∑
g′=1
θg′ = 1. (113)
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From (25), (99), and (112), the communication load of A has the form
LA =
(
1− r
K
)
· 1
CQ−1K−1
·
r+1∑
g′=1
θg′ · UQK (g′) (114)
(a)
≥
(
1− r
K
)
· 1
CQ−1K−1
·
 r+1∑
g′=1
θg′
 · UQK (r + 1) (115)
(b)
=
(
1− r
K
)
· 1
CQ−1K−1
· UQK (r + 1) (116)
(c)
= L∗K,Q(r), (117)
where (a) follows from the decreasing property of the sequence {UQK (s)}Ks=2 in Lemma 4 and the fact UQK (1) =
UQK (2) = C
Q−1
K−1 ; (b) follows from (113); and (c) follows from Theorem 2 and (99). By our assumption LA =
L∗K,Q(r), the equality in (115) must hold. Since r+1 ≥ 3 and the sequence {UQK (s)}Ks=2 strictly decreases, equality
in (115) implies that
θg′ = 0, ∀ g′ ∈ [r]. (118)
Combining (112) and (118), we conclude that A is a (r + 1)-regular PDA, and each row has exactly r “ ∗ ”
symbols. Applying Lemma 3, we complete the proof.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have explained how to convert any Comp-PDA with at least K − Q + 1 “ ∗ ” symbols in
each row into a coded computing scheme for a MapReduce system with Q non-straggling nodes. We have further
characterized the optimal storage-communication (SC) tradeoff for this system. The Comp-PDA framework allows us
to design coded computing schemes with small file complexities compared to the ones (the MAN-PDAs) achieving
the optimal SC tradeoff.
In our setup, for a given integer storage load r, the size of active set Q has to be no less than K− r + 1, since
we exclude outage events (See Footnote 1). With a given Comp-PDA, one may observe that, the key to obtain a
coded computing scheme for a given active set is that, the subarray formed by the columns corresponding to the
active set is still a Comp-PDA. Notice that if we allowed for outage events, then the constructions in P1) and P2)
can decrease the threshold K− r + 1 to dKr e.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1
We shall prove the first statement of the lemma that the sequence
{
ZQK (s)
}K
s=K−Q+1 is strictly convex and
decreasing, i.e.,
ZQK (s+ 1)− ZQK (s) < 0, ∀ s ∈ [K− Q + 1 : K− 1], (119)
ZQK (s+ 1)− ZQK (s) > ZQK (s)− ZQK (s− 1), ∀ s ∈ [K− Q + 2 : K− 1]. (120)
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The second statement of the lemma on the piecewise linear function is an immediate consequence of the first one.
By (70),
ZQK (s) =
min{s,Q}∑
l=s+Q−K
Q− l
Ql
· Cls · CQ−lK−s (121)
=
min{s,Q}∑
l=s+Q−K
Cls · CQ−lK−s
l
−
min{s,Q}∑
l=s+Q−K
Cls · CQ−lK−s
Q
(122)
(a)
=
min{s,Q}∑
l=s+Q−K
Cls · CQ−lK−s
l
− C
Q
K
Q
, (123)
where in (a), we used the identity
∑min{s,Q}
l=s+Q−K C
l
s · CQ−lK−s = CQK . Then,
ZQK (s+ 1)− ZQK (s) (124)
=
min{s+1,Q}∑
l=s+1+Q−K
Cls+1C
Q−l
K−s−1
l
−
min{s,Q}∑
l=s+Q−K
ClsC
Q−l
K−s
l
(125)
(a)
=
min{s+1,Q}∑
l=s+1+Q−K
(
Cls + C
l−1
s
) · CQ−lK−s−1
l
−
min{s,Q}∑
l=s+Q−K
Cls ·
(
CQ−lK−s−1 + C
Q−l−1
K−s−1
)
l
(126)
(b)
=
min{s,Q}∑
l=Q+s+1−K
Cls · CQ−lK−s−1
l
+
min{s+1,Q}∑
l=Q+s+1−K
Cl−1s · CQ−lK−s−1
l
−
min{s,Q}∑
l=Q+s+1−K
Cls · CQ−lK−s−1
l
−
min{s,Q−1}∑
l=Q+s−K
Cls · CQ−l−1K−s−1
r
(127)
=
min{s+1,Q}∑
l=s+1+Q−K
Cl−1s C
Q−l
K−s−1
l
−
min{s,Q−1}∑
l=s+Q−K
ClsC
Q−l−1
K−s−1
l
(128)
(c)
=
min{s,Q−1}∑
l=s+Q−K
ClsC
Q−l−1
K−s−1
l + 1
−
min{s,Q−1}∑
l=s+Q−K
ClsC
Q−l−1
K−s−1
l
(129)
= −
min{s,Q−1}∑
l=s+Q−K
ClsC
Q−l−1
K−s−1
l(l + 1)
(130)
< 0, (131)
where in (a), we applied the identity
Cm+1n+1 = C
m+1
n + C
m
n ; (132)
in (b), we separate the two summations of (126) into four summations and eliminate indices of zero terms in the
separated summations; and in (c), we used the variable change l′ = l − 1 in the first summation. Finally, from
(130), for s ∈ [K− Q + 2 : K− 1], we have(
ZQK (s+ 1)− ZQK (s)
)
−
(
ZQK (s)− ZQK (s− 1)
)
(133)
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=
min{s,Q}−1∑
l=Q+s−1−K
Cls−1C
Q−l−1
K−s
l(l + 1)
−
min{s,Q−1}∑
l=Q+s−K
ClsC
Q−l−1
K−s−1
l(l + 1)
(134)
(a)
=
min{s,Q}−1∑
l=Q+s−1−K
Cls−1 ·
(
CQ−l−1K−s−1 + C
Q−l−2
K−s−1
)
l(l + 1)
−
min{s,Q−1}∑
l=Q+s−K
(
Cls−1 + C
l−1
s−1
) · CQ−l−1K−s−1
l(l + 1)
(135)
(b)
=
min{s−1,Q−1}∑
l=Q+s−K
Cls−1 · CQ−l−1K−s−1
l(l + 1)
+
min{s−1,Q−2}∑
l=Q+s−1−K
Cls−1C
Q−l−2
K−s−1
l(l + 1)
−
min{s−1,Q−1}∑
l=Q+s−K
Cls−1C
Q−l−1
K−s−1
l(l + 1)
−
min{s,Q−1}∑
l=Q+s−K
Cl−1s−1C
Q−l−1
K−s−1
l(l + 1)
(136)
=
min{s−1,Q−2}∑
l=Q+s−1−K
Cls−1C
Q−l−2
K−s−1
l(l + 1)
−
min{s,Q−1}∑
l=Q+s−K
Cl−1s−1C
Q−l−1
K−s−1
l(l + 1)
(137)
(c)
=
min{s,Q−1}∑
l=Q+s−K
Cl−1s−1C
Q−l−1
K−s−1
(l − 1)l −
min{s,Q−1}∑
l=Q+s−K
Cl−1s−1C
Q−l−1
K−s−1
l(l + 1)
(138)
=
min{s,Q−1}∑
l=s+Q−K
2Cl−1s−1C
Q−l−1
K−s−1
(l − 1)l(l + 1) (139)
> 0. (140)
where in (a) we applied the identity (132); in (b), we separated the two summations in (135) and eliminate the
indices of zero terms in the separated summations; and in (c), we used the variable change l′ = l + 1.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
By (31), (32) and (99), we have
LK,Q(r) =
(
1− r
K
)
· 1
CQ−1K−1
· UQK (r), (141)
L∗K,Q(r) =
(
1− r
K
)
· 1
CQ−1K−1
· UQK (r + 1). (142)
Combining these equalities with (106), we obtain
LK,Q(r)− L∗K,Q(r) = −
(
1− r
K
)
· 1
CQ−1K−1
·
(
UQK (r + 1)− UQK (r)
)
(143)
=
(
1− r
K
)
· 1
CQ−1K−1
·
min{r,Q−1}∑
l=max {2,r+Q−K}
Cl−1r−1 · CQ−l−1K−r−1
l(l − 1) (144)
(a)
=
(
1− r
K
)
· 1
CQ−1K−1
· 1
r
·
min{r,Q−1}∑
l=max {2,r+Q−K}
Clr · CQ−l−1K−r−1
l − 1 , (145)
where in (a), we used the identity Cl−1r−1 =
l
r · Clr. Therefore, with (31) and (145),
LK,Q(r)− L∗K,Q(r)
L∗K,Q(r)
=
1
r
·
∑min{r,Q−1}
l=max {2,r+Q−K}
1
l−1 · Clr · CQ−l−1K−r−1∑min{r,Q−1}
l=r+Q−K
1
l · Clr · CQ−l−1K−r−1
(146)
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≤ 1
r
·
∑min{r,Q−1}
l=max {2,r+Q−K}
1
l−1 · Clr · CQ−l−1K−r−1∑min{r,Q−1}
l=max {2,r+Q−K}
1
l · Clr · CQ−l−1K−r−1
(147)
=
1
r
·
∑min{r,Q−1}
l=max {2,r+Q−K}
l
l−1 · 1l · Clr · CQ−l−1K−r−1∑min{r,Q−1}
l=max {2,r+Q−K}
1
l · Clr · CQ−l−1K−r−1
(148)
(a)
≤ 2
r
, (149)
where in (a), we used the fact ll−1 ≤ 2 for any l ≥ 2.
To prove the second part, we first note that, by Corollary 3, the number of batches required by constructions P1)
and P2) is
F =
1
c
· q Kq . (150)
On the other hand, to achieve the optimal SC tradeoff, the number of required batches is
F∗ = CrK (151)
=
K!
r!(K− r)! (152)
(a)
≥
√
2piKK+
1
2 e−K
e
√
2pirr+
1
2 e−r · e√2pi(K− r)K−r+ 12 e−(K−r) (153)
=
1
e2
·
√
K
2pir(K− r) ·
(
K
r
)r (
K
K− r
)K−r
(154)
=
1
e2
· q√
2pi(q − 1)K · q
K
q ·
(
q
q − 1
)K(1− 1q )
, (155)
where (a) follows by applying Stirlings approximation
√
2pinn+
1
2 e−n ≤ n! ≤ e√2pinn+ 12 e−n to both the numerator
and the denominator. Taking the ratio FF∗ using (150) and (155), we complete the proof of the second part.
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